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To all whom. it may concern: 
Be it known that L-A-nnox-Jennn, zt' citi 

r, zen of -_the Unitedastatesyiresiding- at‘ New 
Yorkyinithe county-of-vNew- York and State 
of New. York, have invented .new- and-use Ful 

‘ .lmprovements in Combined: Rack - Filling 
and carton-.Loadinghlaehines,of which the 
following is n speci?cation. 
i-My - invention’ relates . to a.‘ combined rack 

filling and :cnrton loading machine; and ‘To 

chine 'forqsuocessively ‘feeding: wires to a 
. dippinggra'ckiin which-the‘wilres nrezoliamped 

‘ and] held while. they are‘hcing', dippedtinzand 
.coated\-with| adesired‘conuposition; such! as ' 

- a ' pyrotechnioal compositionwmd' ‘for= subse 

IH 

35 

40 

. provide ,. 

-consisting of. two imckzsnpmrtingund 

-qiiently:=?llin ‘ unloadingathe-iooatedrwires ~ 
or pyrotechnicahdevices so \prodnced into 
cartons zoribooces' for tnanspnrtabionrwnd dis- - 
‘pulsation. 

- The-prinm-ryiohject of: theioventionids. to 

number: mfwwires'. may-‘shes snpplied vto: ‘and 
held in a dipping rack, so that asvlargenum~ - 
herof wiresimay behandlednand coated at 
a time. 

A- i-furthen object of: theminventionaaise to 
providel sin-machine. ‘whereby-the operations ‘ 
involved in successfullyi ?lling'irecks may be 
easily, '1 quickly, .oonvenien tly~~~and~ eoonomi - 
call y- cannedont. 
A still'fui'thcrxobjechof theiinvention is . 

to provide a vmachinedfor the ‘purposes speci 
lied which isisiniple ot-eonstructionyneliable 
and 'eilicient inv action?-arnd susceptible of 
production at a .oumparatively- low- cost. 

Aistill further objectioftheginventiomis to ~ 
inovido a . machine .in which (the; operations 
.nroto. a large extent nutomatloand‘the eon 
strnotioir of-snch- n-Echarzrcter as, to. reduce 
'tlu_-._.lin-hility ‘of choking or binding o’r' 'thc 
feedipgwires to the‘mimmum. 
‘A zStill-Ffurther object of athoiimtention is 

topro‘vide wmnchine of the duplex type, and 
wr 

mton loading dew-ices in.‘ a single istructnrc. 
rmnbinedlwith a amovableavire feeder oom 
inon to,botlr struotnres-is-wheneby du‘ringitho 
period olhthoinelnornl bf? ui?liled rack-from 
one ?lling and loadingv device and the appli 
mlilm of anolhcr mckthemthcif ?llinglnnd 
luuillllg device nmy-hc aotnutcchthe arrnngc 
mrnt thus being; such that thetno?lling and 
loading (.lQ-Vlt'llv may he nltermitely operated 
In keep the machinc in constant notion. 

Speci?cation of Letters Patent. 

:1 r. machine vwhenebyn a n maixknum _= 

Patented‘ Mar.‘ 5. ‘19th. 

Serial No. 1.92.627. 

A still further object of the invention is 
< to provide :1 iniichine which ‘may ‘be om~ 
. ployed for loading or‘?l-lingide?nite num 
-bers.o't' the coated wires- ur articles into-cur 
'.¢tons~or-~boxes of v n- prescribed size.‘v thus 
obviating the necessity of manually lO?iling 
12110503110113 or boxes and-counting the coated 
wires on articles to‘ be-loadeddherein. 
‘A. still further objeot‘of the invention is 

~ to provide a.» machine- \vhichnnay be lem 
PlOYGdrfOI“ both-?lling a-ndiloacling 10. em 
tions, or either one independently!‘ o ~th<~ 
other1 sis-desired. 

‘ ‘Withithese and other 'objeotsiin ‘View, ihc 
invention ‘consists. of the‘ featurewbf Koon 

,>=struotion4 combination and arrangement. of 
parts. herein. fully. desoribed-and-.olaimed. 

lmtenence ‘bciing-had- to .the-vaoeolnpaniiling 
drawings in which :— 

= Figure 1- is a sidefeleization of. a ?lling and 
(loading- ‘machine embodying.-v my: ‘intention, 
showing-the ‘ feedv earringe arranged “in: posi 

t tion for cooperation with ,oneof the +sets.of 
?lling and loading. devices at one end. of.thc 
machine '?r-ame. 

-- Rig.- 2-is a. top plan IV-i-BW. oftheeame. 
a Fig. 3' is» a vertical-dongitudinal'isection 
through wportion of. the machine Omanen 
;lurged scale with theiparts iii-?1e..position 
?showndn Figs. 1 nndr2. 

~Fig..-4 is, a vertical ltrunsversolsection 
through the machine. 

7 Fig. 5 is ‘.1 detail transverse‘sectionnon an 
. enlarged scale showing one of thespreadcn 
and the cooperating spreader cams. 

Fig. Sis a side elevntimnof ‘the parts 
shown-in Fig. 5. 

Fig. 7 is a sectional plan view. .011 an en 
larged scale. lookin g- do wn. upon the rock and 

-- a portion of :the machine fl'RlnUHNld-Eiull? 
. tratingthe aotioniofitho spreading devices. 

; Fig. 8 is a fragmentary plan vicwmf one 
end‘ ot'thc n'ack. 
~Fig. Sis a ‘view of one of the dippednr 

con tech wires. 
Big: 10' is a trag'mentury detail view-oi? tlu 

wreck. 
: Fig; ‘11 is a side elevation showing a modi 

iilication in thc means: for . vibrating vtln 
wires. 

Fig. 1'2 in ii similar view SilU\\ill_L1\illlQi.lll‘l‘ 
' modi?cation for performing lhe same finn 
lion. _ 

In the practioal cmhi'ulimenl of in)‘ Him-n 
tion. I provide a suitable frame, structnrc 1. 
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preferably of oblong ractangular form and 
made in whole or part of angle metal or 
other suitable material. The upper portion 
of this frame is constructed to provide a 
work table 2, at the opposite sides of which 
are track rails 3 extending substantially the 
full length of the table. In the present in 
stance I have shown a duplex type of ma 
chine, that is, one having independent sets 
of rack ?lling and carton loading devices at 
opposite ends of the frame or on opposite 
sides of the transverse center thereof. For 
convenience of description these different de 
vices are designated A and B, respectively, 

' and it will be understood that two or more 
of these sets of devices are preferably em— 
ployed in a single machine structure, al 
though the machine may be restricted to a 
single set of working devices if desired. 
Also, if desired. the carton loading means 
may be dispensed with, as, so far as the ?ll 
ing mechanism is concerned, this may be 
em loyed without other adjuncts. ' 

t each end of the frame is provided an 
openin 3', the openings at the opposite ends 
of the ' ame being separated by a cross head 
or abutment 4. Each opening 3' is substan 
tially coextensive in size with an oblong rec 
tangular ?lling rack or tray 5, which is 
adapted to rest upon the surface of the table 
at the sides and oneend of the opening and 
to hear at its opposite end against the abut 
ment 4. The rack is conveniently construct~ 
ed of a transverse head bar 6 to which are 
?xed at one end a pair of spaced parallel 
rods or wires, on which wires are strung or 
slidabl mounted cross slats 8, the series of 
cross s ats being apertured at their ends for 
the passage of and to slidably engage the 
rods. The cross slats are adapted to be 
spaced to receive between them the wires 9 
to be held or clamped thereby for the dip 
ping or coating operation. Holding dogs 10 
of the sliding and pivotal ty e are provided 
at the free ends of the rods to engage the 
adjacent end slat to secure the series of slats 
in clamping position, as hereinafter fully 
described. 
The rack5when placed in position upon the 

table and above the o ening 3' is disposed be 
tween a pair of longitudinally extending re 
taining bars or rails 11 ?xed to the sides of 
the table and serving to hold the rack against 

These bars are pro 
vided with transverse guide passages 12 in 
which are ?tted to slide spreaders 13 having 
beveled or tapered inner ends 14 and engag 
ing pins or projections 15 at their outer 
ends. The ends 14 of the spreaders are 
adapted when the spreaders are projected 
inwardly to enter between and space the 
slats 8 a prescribed distance apart sutlicient 
to receive the wires 9, as shown in Fig. 7, and 
upon the retraction of the spreaders the slats 

: are adapted to be moved together to clamp 
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the wires 9 inserted between them. The 
means for closing the slats together coni 
prises a push bar 16 having grooved or 
notched ends 17 slidably engaging the rods 
7 and arran ed to bear against the dogs 10, 
said bar being adjustable in and out by 
means of an eccentric 18 on the frame 1, 
whereby the dogs may be forced inwardly to 
crowd the slats together for a clamping ac 
tion and to lock the same in such position, 
or whereby the slats may be freed or re 
leased for separation by the Spreaders. The 
rack when ?tted in position has its head bar 
6 arranged to bear against the abutment 4, 
which forms a backing therefor, the rack 
being held when in use between said back 
ing and the push bar, as will be readily 
understood. 
The rods are fed or supplied alternately 

to the racks disposed above the respective 
openings 3’ through the medium of a feed 
device comprising a longitudinally recipro 
cating feed carriage 19 embodying a suitable 
frame having wheels ‘or rollers 20 to run 
upon the track rails 3 over the openings 5 
in the ends or portions of the table forming 
part of the respective sets of ?lling‘ devices 
A and B. The carriage when moved to its 
working positions over the respective 0 en 
in s 3’ is adapted to abut against adjust 
ab e stop devices 21 comprising‘ screws work 
ing in threaded openings in brackets 22 and 
adapted to be held in adjusted ‘position by 
check nuts 23. ‘ 1 

Supported upon the frame of the car 
riafe is an upper set of long uide tubes 24 
an a lower set of shorter gui e tubes 25, the 
tubes of each set being arranged in aline< 
ment with each other. The upper and longer 
tubes 24 extend between and are ?xed to sup 
porting plates 26 and 27, the lower ends of 
said tubes extendin through the plate ‘27 
while the upper en s thereof register with 
openings 28 in the plate 26. The shorter 
tubes 25, on the other hand, are carried by 
a sliding cut-o?' or controlling plate‘29 hav 
ing openings 30 therein adapted by reverse 
movements of the cut-off plate to be adjust 
ed into and out of registration with the 
tubes. The plate‘ 29 is provided at each end 
with a handle 31 and a stop 32, whereby said 
plate may be adjusted and arrested at its 
limits of motion, in one of which the open» 
ings 30 are in register with and in the other 
of which said openings are out of register 
with the tubes 24. When the openings in 
the cut-off plate are out of register with the 
tubes 24, the wires contained within said 
tubes rest upon and are supported by the ini 
perforate portions of the cut-off plate, while 
when said openings register with the tubes 
24 the wires in said tubes drop by gravity 
downward through the openings and be— 
tween the opened or spread slats 8 of the 
rack, as will be readily understood. 
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A hopper 33 is supported upon the plate 
28 and provided with a series of wire receiv 
ing chambers or compartments 34, equal in 
number to the tubes ‘24 and openings 28, but 
of relatively greater diameter than said 
tubes or openings. These hopper chambers 
or compartments are ?lled with wires of the 
desired length and gage, and on each feed 
motion of the carriage the tubes 24% are each 
supplied with Wires from the superposed 
hopper chamber by the vibratory action or 
jar caused by the contact ‘of the carriage 
with- the acting abutments or stops '21, one 
of the wires in the superposed hopper ‘cham 
her being caused to‘ pass downward through 
each opening 28 which is of such a restricted 
size as-to permit only one Wire to feed down 
ward at a. time. As the carriage is moved 
backward‘ and forward over each rack it will 
thus be understood that the guide tubes 2i 
will be ?lled with'a charge of wires which 
will be jarred downward thereinto: by the 
violent contact of the carriage with the 
bumpers 21: against which it is forced. the 
charge of wires being supported by contact 
with imperforate portions of the retracted 
cut~o?’ plate 29. As the carriage moves into 
working position above either rack, the slats 
of the rack are spread apart by projection 
of the spreaders 13, which are subsequently 
retracted, in a manner which I will now pro 
ceed to describe. 
Mounted upon the carriage is a cam mem 

ber 35 arranged for ci?iperation with a sec 
ond cam member 36. These cam members 
have inclined surfaces disposed in parallel 
relation and at. an oblique angle to the line 
of travel of the carriage to provide a cor 
respondingly arranged guide passage. said 
inclined surfaces and guide passage being 
adapted for cotiperation with theipins or 
projections 15 and the adjacent beveled ends 
of the Spreaders 13, the arrangement being 
such that when the carriage moves in one 
direction the sprcaders will he slid inwardly 
while on the reverse movement of the can 
riage the spreaders will’ he slid outwardly. 
~When slid inwardly or projected the spread 
ers will force‘ the slats 8 apart to an extent 
sufficient to permit the Wires 9 to drop down 
ward between and to an extent below them, 
as shown in‘Fig. 3, while when the spreader-s 
are withdrawn or retracted the slats are 
adapted to be relatively adjusted to clamp 
the interposed‘ wires. Thus when the car 
riage is in dropping position and the cut-o?' 
plate 29 is adjusted-for a dropping action. 
the wires 9 will pass‘ downward from the 
tnbes'iM through the restricted openings 3!) 
in the cut-off plate and’ also through the 
guide tubes 25 carried thereby and ?nally 
between the spaced slatsS, these operations 
being fully and clearly shown in Figs. I-l 
and 7.v ‘ 
Arranged ‘below the openings 3’ are his 

8 

vented V~shaped de?ectors or guide plates 
37 and 38, which guide the wires 9 as they 
fall into contact at their lower ends with 
a bottom reciprocatoa‘y cut-oil‘ plate: 39-hav 
ing at each end an actuating handle lOt-and 
a stop 41. The stops 41 are adapted for 
engagement with the ends of a stationary 
guide plate ~12 having guide apertures 43 
therein. The dropper or cuteo?i'plnte 39 
is provided with dropper openings 44‘ to 
register with the apertures 43 when the cut 
of!’ plate is in} dropping position. the ini— 
perforate portions of the plate being at 
other times below the openings 43 to sup» 
port the charge of wires 9 which have been 
dropped from the carriage; the stop ll at 
each end of the cut-off plate being adapted 
to engage the adjacent end of the plate-t2 
when the cut-off plate is in supporting posi 
tion and being adapted to engage a stop‘ 
?ange 45 when the cut-oil’ plate is moved 
outward to dropping position. “ihe'n the 
wires 9 are thus extended through the spaces 
between the slats of the rack and supported 
by the cutoff plate the eccentric 18 may‘ be 
operated to adjust the clamping‘ bar 161 to 
move the dogs 10 inward to close the slats H 
to clamping position and to lock said slats 
in such position. The carriage is then 
moved from over the ?lled rack to a posi~ 
tion over the un?lled rack ‘at the opposite 
end of the frame and the ?lled rack detached 
for the dipping operation. 
While an operator at one end of the frame 

is engaged in removing‘ a ?lled rack at that 
end and setting an empty rack in position 
to be filled. another operator at the other 
end. of the frame is engaged in ?lling a rack 
at that end in the manner hereinbeiiore de 
scribed, thi'ee operators being generally em» 
ployed‘, including an attendant whose dutv 
is to keep the hopper chambers or compart 
ments ?lled with wires and to assist in they 
operation of‘ the carriage. ‘The machine is 
thus adapted to be kept constantly in action 
for successively?lling racks at the opposite 
ends of; the machine frame. and as each rack 
will hold a large number of wires, say sev 
eral hundred at a time. and each rack 
may be ?lled within a conq‘iaralively short 
period of time, it is evident that a very 
large number! of wires to be coated may be 
?lled" into racks within a given period at a 
comparatively low overhead cost.’ 

]' also preferably provide upon each ma 
chine, and in connection with each of 
filling" devices. means whereby the dipped 
wires may be discharged from the racks we 
placed"- upon the machine into carrtons or 
holders, ‘a prescribed number of the dipped 
and coated wires in each holder. so as to 
enable a large‘ number of cartons or boxes 
to be ?lled without the necessity ot" counting 
the coated wires in the loading operation’. 
The means employed for this - some 
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prises a bottom supporting shelf 46 having 
portions arranged below the respective open 
ings 3’ and provided with Cross bars or 
?anges 47 serving as gages or stops to main 
tain a rack of cartons or boxes in proper 
receiving position. Supported upon the 
frame above said portions of the shelf are 
droppers 48, each comprising a series of 
dropper tubes 49. These tubes 49 taper 
from their upper to their lower ends, and 
are preferably of angular form in cross sec 
tion and so arranged that their upper ends 
will register with prescribed openings in the 
guide plate 42. When the cut~olf plate 39 
is moved to dropping position, upon the 
release of the coated wires 9 from the rack 
disposed within the superposed opening 3’, 
the Wires drop by gravity into the series of 
tubes 49 by which they are conducted by 
gravity into the respective cartons or boxes. 
As the perforated area of the plate 42 is 
blocked off, or arranged so that the perfora 
tions therein are located within different 
zones, a prescribed number of perforations 
to each block or zone, and as the upper 
ends of the dropper tubes register accurately 
with the blocks or zones, each with a deter 
mined block or zone, it will be evident that 
a ?xed number of the coated wires, say one 
dozen, will pass into each. dropper tube l5) 
and be conducted thereby into a carton or 
holder. This method of operation allows 
a very large number of cartons to be loaded 
in each loading operation with just the 
exact amount of coated wires to be loaded 
in each carton, thus avoiding the labor and 
expense of counting. 
In Fig. 9 I have shown one of the wires 

9 provided at one end with a coating 9a of 
the material with which it is to be coated, 
such as a pyrotechnical composition, the 
machine being particularly designed and 
adapted for producing what are commonly 
known as sparklers. It is to be understood, 
however, that the machine may be employed 
for other analogous uses, and that the wires 
instead of being dipped and coated at one 
end may be dipped and coated at both ends. 
To enable this to be done the wires may be 
supplied so as to project beyond both faces 
of the rack, so that the opposite ends there 
of may be dipped into a tank containing the 
solution by a simple operation of inverting 
the rack after the depending ends of the 
wires have been coated. 

Instead of relying simply and solely upon 
the contact of the carriage with the stops 
21 to produce the jarring or vibrating ac 
tion whereby the Wires in the hopper are 
kept loosened up and fed to the guide tubes 
24, I may employ other means for vibrating 
or shaking the wires. This may consist, as 
shown in Fig. 1, of an agitator 50 in the 
form of a brush arranged to engage the 
projecting ends of the wires contained in 
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the hopper tubes. Or, as illustrated in Fig. 
11, the wheels 20 may be provided with cor 
rugated surfaces 51 to run upon the rails 
3, whereby the carriage will be vibrated 
vertically in its travel over the rails to per 
form the stated function. In lieu of cor 
rugating the wheels 20, the rails 3 may be 
provided with corrugated surfaces 51’ for 
the same purpose, as shown in Fig. 12. An 
other way of securing the result is to em 
ploy a permanent or other suitable magnet 
52, as shown in Fig. 11, which may be used 
with or without the brush. This magnet 
will serve substantially the same function as 
the brush in attracting and momentarily 
holding the upper projecting ends of the 
rods in the travel of the carriage and until 
the rods are forcibly disengaged therefrom 
at a certain point in the travel of the car 
riage, by which the rods or wires will be 
kept in a loosened up condition for a free 
feeding action. 

I claim :— 
1. A machine for coating wires including 

a frame, a rack adapted to be supported by 
the frame, a hopper provided with a plu 
rality of compartments to receive the wires 
to be supplied to the rack, and means for 
controlling the feed by gravity of the wires 
from the hopper to the rack. 

2. A machine for ?lling racks with wires 
to be coated comprising a frame, a rack 
adapted to be supported upon the frame, a 
carriage mounted to travel upon the frame 
over the rack and having a plurality of hop 
per compartments, and means for control 
ling the feed of the wires by gravity from 
said hopper compartments to the racks. 

3. A machine for ?lling racks with wires 
to be coated comprising a frame, a rack 
adapted to be supported upon the frame, a 
carriage mounted upon the frame so as to 
be positioned above the rack and having a 
plurality of hopper compartments, means 
for controlling the feed of the wires by 
gravity from said hopper compartments to 
the rack, and means for vibrating the wires 
in the hopper compartments. 

4. A machine for ?lling racks with wires 
to be coated comprising a frame provided 
with rack supporting or holding means, a 
carriage mounted to travel upon the frame, 
a plurality of hopper compartments upon 
the carriage, guide tubes communicating 
with said compartments, and a cut-o?' con 
trolling the passage of the wires from said 
guide tubes to the rack. 

5. A machine for filling racks with wires 
to be coated comprising a frame provided 
with rack supporting means, a carriage 
mounted to travel upon the frame, a plu 
rality of hopper compartments upon the 
carriage, guide tubes communicating with 
said compartments, a cut-off controlling the 
passage of the wires from said ‘guide tubes 
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to the rack, and means for vibrating the 
wires to keep the same loosened up in the 
hopper compartments. 

6. A machine for filling racks with wires 
to be coated comprising a frame provided 
with rack supporting means, a carriage 
mounted to travel upon the frame, a plu 
rality of hopper compartments upon the 
carriage, guide tubes communicating with 
said compartments, a cut-off controlling the 
passage of the wires from said guide tubes 
to the rack, and bumpers upon the frame 
adapted to be engaged by the carriage to 
vibrate and loosen up the wires within the 
hopper compartments. 

7. A machine for ?lling racks with wires 
to be coated comprising a frame provided 
with rack supporting means, a carriage 
mounted to travel upon the frame, a plural 
ity of hopper compartments upon the car— 
riage, guide tubes communicating with said 
compartments, a cut-off controlling the pas 
sage of the wires from said guide tubes to 
the rack, and adjustably mounted bumpers 
upon the frame adapted to be engaged by 
the carriage to vibrate and loosen up the 
wires within the ho per compartments. 

8. A machine for glling racks with wires 
to be coated comprising a frame provided 
with rack supporting means, a carriage 
mounted to travel upon the frame, a plural 
ity of hopper compartments upon the car 
riage each provided at its lower end with a 
guide passage of restricted size, guide tubes 
arranged below the hopper compartments 
and communicating with said passages, and 
a reciprocating cut-off controlling the feed 
of the wires from said tubes. 

A machine of the character described 
including rack holding means, a carriage ar 
ranged above and movable into and out of 
alincment with the rack, hoppers upon the 
carriage, guides communicating with said 
hoppers, a cut-01f controlling the uides, and 
means for vibrating the wires in the hoppers. 

10. ;\ machine for ?lling racks with wires 
to be coated, comprising a frame for sup 
porting a rack having clamping members, 
hoppers supported upon the frame above 
the rack for feeding the wires downward 
through the spaces between the clamping 
members of the rack, means for opening and 
closing the clamping members of the rack, 
and means for supporting the wires extend 
ing through the rack prior to the clamping 
thereof. 7 

11. A machine of the character described 

comprising a frame provided with a plural 
ity of rack supports, track rails upon the 
frame common to said supports, a carriage 
mounted to travel upon said track rails so 
as to be disposed at, will above the racks 
upon the respective supports, and wire hold 
ing and feeding means upon the carriage. 

12. A machine of the character described 
comprising a frame having rack receiving 
openings on opposite sides of the transverse 
center thereof, a carriage arranged to travel 
upon the frame to a position above either 
of said openings, wire holdin and feeding 
means upon the carriage, an means upon 
the frame and cooperating with the car 
riage for vibrating the wires in the holding 
means. 

13. A machine of the character described 
comprising a frame havin a rack receiving 
opening therein, a rack a apted to be sup 
ported in said opening and having adjust 
able clamping members, a perforated guide 
upon the frame below the rack, a perfo 
rated cut-off cooperating with said guide, 
and a carriage mounted to travel upon the 
frame into and out of registry with the rack 
and provided with wire holding and drop 
ping means. 

14. A machine of the character described 
comprising a frame, rack supporting means 
upon the rame, ?lling means for ?lling the 
rack with wires, a dro per disposed below 
the rack, and a cut-o for supporting the 
wires and permitting passage of the same 
from the rack to sai dropper. 

15. A machine of the character described 
comprising a frame, rack supporting means 
upon the rame, ?lling means for filling the 
rack with wires, a dropper disposed below 
the rack and having a plurality of dropper 
tubes of determined area, a perforated 
guide plate between the rack and dropper 
tubes and having its perforated portion 
blocked off into spaces registering with the 
respective tubes for the supply of a deter 
mined number of wires to each tube, and a 
perforated cut-off plate cooperating with 
said perforated guide plate. 

16. A machine of the character described 
comprising a frame provided with means 
for supporting a plurality of racks to be 
filled, and wire holding and feeding means 
mounted upon the frame for movement for 
cooperation with the respective racks. 
In testimony whereof I at?x my signature. 

AARON J EDEL. 

Copies of this patent may be obtained for ?ve cents each, by addressing the "Commissioner 0! Patents, 
Washington, D. 0.” 
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